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KEOFITT A/S is a Danish exporting
company founded in 1980 by brew master
Kai Ottung. Kai Ottung worked as a brew
master around the world and developed a
unique product range for sterile sampling
because he discovered that sampling of
the product was often the weak link in the
process. This product range is not only
aimed at breweries but also at pharma,
biotech, food and beverage and the dairy
industry.
YOU ALREADY KNOW US!
No matter which beer, soft drink, milk, or
mineral water you drink in Denmark - or in
Russia - there is a good chance that quality
control happened based on a sample taken
using a KEOFITT sampling valve.
WORLD LEADER IN STERILE SAMPLING
KEOFITT A/S is owned by managing
director Henrik Lysgaard Salomon and in
the premises at Industrivænget we handle
international customer service, sales,
marketing, finances, product development,
assembly, quality assurance and shipping.
The reason for KEOFITT’s success is due
to the fact that we concentrate on what we
are best at, hence our choice of out sourcing
the production itself to a network of highly
specialised suppliers, all leading in their
field.

And yes, they are indeed all Danish! ”Made
in Denmark” has sadly disappeared from
many Danish exporters branding but not
from KEOFITT’s; we are proud of Hans
Christian Andersen, Lego, the local Zoo and
so much more. Our international customers
appreciate this because it shows KEOFITT is
based upon people, emotions and identity.
ALL WE DO IS SAMPLING!
At KEOFITT we pride ourselves with the fact
that ”All we do is sampling!”. This is still true
now more than 40 years after the company
was founded. Being the world market’s only
true specialist KEOFITT has developed the
widest and deepest product range available
for hygienic, sterile and aseptic sampling of
liquids in all industries. This year’s big news
is the standard inside electro-polish of all
our sampling valves, optimizing cleaning
and sterilization efficiency. Just one more
example of what makes KEOFITT unique in
the market and why copies fall short.

